The power of non-outstanding appearances
Six beautiful underappreciated weeds connected to
six people who changed the world.

Learn to appreciate the underappreciated-known-but-forgotten

Jóia Maria Boode

Introduction
This book is an field trip in my mind as interdisciplinary artist and former biology
student. The book offers a new perspective on common, well-known plants, more
specifically weeds. It is my personal conviction to regret the disinterest in everything
around us that we already know. In both science and art, we learn to look at familiar
things in a different light to either discover something new or to find a reborn
appreciation for something. In my work I always try to connect different ways of looking,
and different fields to each other in order to find new patterns in between different
disciplines, but also to make sure to stay openminded towards the things I perceive.
In this work I share with you, per plant and person, how I make connections where others
do not see them, and how that can be valuable. Each connection comes with a new
perspective to process what you perceive and what comes out of that observation.
In a sense you can compare this book to a special type of glasses that makes you fall in
love with the world again.
This book can be used for long walks, or just a short trip to the supermarket. The plants
in this book can be found anywhere, so you do not have to visit a forest or special place to
find them.
I hope you enjoy this book and that you will share your new experiences with the people
around you. As a maker I want to ask you to share your experiences on your Instagram
using #thebeautyoftheweeds so we can create a platform of reborn appreciation.

Corn poppy - Mahatma Gandhi
The corn poppy is an
annual herbaceous
weed with beautiful red
petals. It belongs to the
Papaveraceae family and
originally grew mostly
on agricultural fields.
You can nowadays also
find them in gardens, the
roadside, parks,
forests and dunes.
The flower has a very
graceful appearance with
a simplicity that almost makes it look like a gown. This flower is linked to Indian politician
Mahatma Gandhi because the flower (especially its golden relative) is a symbol of peace, and
because of everything he did, Gandhi too is a symbol of peace. After studying law in England,
Gandhi left for South Africa, where he committed himself to standing up for the Indian
population. After returning to India, he became a leader of the Indian battle for independence.
He was one of the founders of the modern state of India and advocated active nonviolence as a
means of revolution. One of the things he did to embody his nonviolent wish for independence,
was making his own clothes.
He started spinning yarn, weaving fabric and with that, he created his famous togas.
Next time you see a Corn poppy, and you notice the wind gracefully moving its petals, remind
yourself of the simplicity of beauty, and the nonviolent way of creating movement.
Is this weed loved?
This flower is not generally disliked by the public because of its elegant appearance and its
beautiful red colour. However, it is considered a weed and is not welcome in most gardens.

Ground elder - Mother Teresa
Ground Elder, commonly referred to
as Bishops weed is
a plant that belongs
to the carrot family
Apiaceae. Typical of
this family is that the
tiny white flowers are
so close together that
together they form a
screen. This makes it
very easy for insects
to land on the flowers
so the plant also gets
pollinated easily by and provides for bigger insects despite the size of the tiny flowers. Even
though it was the work of years of evolution, the sympathetic symbiosis between insects and
plants from the Apiaceae family always gives me a content comforting feeling that in nature,
they are working together and taking care of each other. Something humanity can still learn from.
However when I think of taking care of each other and our surroundings, (Saint) Mother Teresa
is the first who comes to mind, which is why she is linked to this flower. She was born in Skopje,
but later moved to India where she lived for most of her life. In 1950 Mother Teresa established
Missionaries of Charity, a Roman Catholic congregation that is still active in among other things,
providing homes for people who are dying (of AIDS/HIV, TBC and Leprosy.) They also provide
families with food and counselling programs, and they run mobile clinics as well as orphanages
and schools. An important vow that the members of the segregation make is: “To give
wholeheartedly free service to the poorest of the poor.” Which was exactly what Mother Teresa
did her whole life. She was rewarded with the Nobel Price for Peace in 1979.
Next time you see a Ground elder, remind yourself to take care of your surroundings and other
people. Especially the ones who have it worse than you. Be a bit like nature and help each other
out. You will notice that, just like the flower, you too will benefit from this.
Is this weed loved?
This flower is not really loved, no. This is mainly because it looks a lot like the other plants in
the Apiaceae family and they all are quite common. Unfortunately, humans are often times not
interested in what they already know anymore.

Dandelion - Albert Einstein
Ah, the Dandelion. The flower
that brings out our inner child.
We pick it up, blow its seeds
through the air and enjoy the
wind carrying the parachute
like particles towards new
places for the flower to grow.
As a biology-student I learned
mostly to look at plants from a
scientific point of view.
However it is things like the
playful interaction with nature
that made me fall in love with plants and encouraged me to get to know more about them, and
nature in general. This brings me to why Albert Einstein is connected to this flower. Einstein
did not believe in learning via a sense of duty or any sense of practicing systematically whatsoever. He clashed with multiple schools because of their rigid ways of teaching wherein
according to him, they took away the motivation from students by taking away the room for
creativity. Next to his fundamental physics-discoveries (think photo-electric effect, an important discovery in the field of quantum mechanics, and mass-energy equivalence formula),
Einstein had a big love for music and playing the violin. It is known that with playing the violin
he never practiced systematically. He said: "“Love is a better teacher than a sense of duty.”"
Dare to be playful, dare to be creative and dare to open up and respond to and as your inner
child. Not only when approaching nature, but when approaching anything you would like to
learn. Humans are inherently studious beings, but often times discouraged to approach matters
with an open mind. I think it is safe to trust one of the smartest human beings who has ever
lived in this approach to learning.
Next time you see a fluffy Dandelion, pick it up, blow its seeds. Watch them move through the
air and dare to think like a child. Dare to wonder. What if?… Why?… How?
…
Iss this weed loved?
By children, yes. They love to pick them up and blow the seeds away.
By nature-loving parents too perhaps, because it hands them a tool to
make their children fall in love with nature. However, the flower is not
very welcome in most gardens.

Red Clover- Charles Darwin
Charles Darwin, the man behind
the idea of Natural selection. He
was an autodidactic in biology,
geology and natural history.
Charles Darwin has done many
great observations and many
ground-breaking discoveries.
One of the botanical researches
he did was into red clovers and
their pollinators. He had noticed
that many bumble bees visited
the red clovers as pollinators and
not as many honey bees did. He attributed this to the fact that bumble bees have longer tongues
than honey bees and wondered if the few honey bees that did visit the clovers could have longer
tongues as to distinguish a short-tongue-honeybee and a long-tongue-honeybee. However a year
later, another biologist named Mr. C. Hardy wrote to him pointing out that bees other than bumble
bees visited red clover. Darwin rapidly admitted his mistake by saying: "I beg a million pardons.
Abuse me to any degree but forgive me - it is all an illusion about the Bees. I do so hope that you
have not wasted any time for my stupid blunder. I hate myself, I hate clovers and I hate bees.”"
In 2007 another research confirmed that there were multiple species of bumble bees who
pollinated the red clovers, just like Darwin had observed. They also found that bees and certain
types of butterflies played an important role in the pollination of this flower. He was certainly
right that long-tongue bumblebees are important pollinators of these flowers.
One thing that has to be mentioned when talking about Charles Darwin is that he did research in
a time where women were not allowed to do science/research. However because a lot of
Darwin’s research took place in the garden, he hired women as "“gardeners"” so that they could
help him with botanical scientific research. He then published their research under his name, so
their work would not go to waste. He was an important precursor in taking women seriously
when doing scientific research.
Next time you see a red clover, think about the wondering of one of the most famous scientists
of history. A legend once looked at this same flower and researched its entire habitat and interactions with its surroundings.
Is this weed loved?
The flower is especially loved by grazers, who love to eat them. The flowers are very common
but not extremely numerous, so most people like the striking pink colour it has in between the
grass. They mostly grow on grass so people who mow their grass, will not get them in their yard.

Broadleaf Plantain - Frida Kahlo
Frida Kahlo, a woman
who came from a regular
Mexican family, who was
promised a very hard life.
As a child she had become
disabled due to Polio, but
when she was eighteen
and ready to go to medical
school (she had managed
to be a promising student
despite her disabilities),
she got hit by a bus.
The accident broke both
her legs, pelvic bone and her collarbone. Her pelvis had been impaled by an iron handrail. She
was in the hospital for a month, and assigned bed rest at home for two months, after which the
doctors found out that three vertebrae had been displaced, which led to another three months
in bed. Attached to the bed, she had a special made easel and above it a mirror so she could see
herself. In this period she made a lot of self-portraits. Frida Kahlo is connected to the Broadleaf
Plantain because just like Frida Kahlo, every times this plant wants to grow somewhere, it gets
disturbed. Either trampled by humans, or eaten by animals. You can find the plant mostly in
areas that are disturbed by humans, just like Frida Kahlo. She had a fascination for politics,
culture and human behaviour in itself. Despite all the bad luck, medical problems and marriage
problems, Frida Kahlo managed to make extremely colourful paintings that displayed the beauty
of culture, of being different, of herself and even of the hard things in life.
Next time you see a broadleaf plantain, think of the hard life it has and the courage to grow even
when life is hard. Think of Frida Kahlo who managed to see the colour in a very dark life. And
save this feeling of hope for when you need it.
Is this weed loved?
No, this plant is not loved. It is not excruciatingly beautiful. Its leaves are often filled with holes
because insects ate them. Its fruits are often trampled by humans. And the areas it grows in are
often regular streets, which causes people to overlook and underappreciate them.

Horsetail - Martin Luther King
Horsetail is a plant
with incredibly long
roots. This causes the plant to be
extremely strong.
If someone tries to
take the plant down,
the roots break off,
and make sure a
new plant grows
back immediately.
You can already see
where I make the
connection to Martin
Luther King. He was an extremely strong man with a message that addressed an issue that is
embedded in the very core of our Western society. Racism. A lot of people tried to take either
him or his message down. People tried to diminish what he said, deny the problem of discrimination against people of colour and deny white supremacy. And even though Martin Luther king
was murdered on 4 April 1968, his message, the core of who he was and what he was trying to
convey, remained. Many activists followed and many changes were made in both the law as in
the treatment and acceptance of the black community. In January 2009 the first black president,
Barack Obama, was elected.
Unfortunately racism and white supremacy are both still current issues. At this very moment
(June 2020) protests are taking place all over the world, fighting for equality. Fighting for equal
treatment and acceptance. Fighting against the same injustice Martin Luther King was once
fighting against. It is not okay that this is still a battle that has to be fought.
Next time you see a Horsetail, think of its strength and the strong leader Martin Luther King.
Realise what you stand for. Become aware of the battles of the world and the position you want
to take in the message you want to convey.

Is this weed loved?
Even though the plant has an uncommon, graceful yet static appearance, the plant is not very
loved. This is mainly because it is hard to remove the plant and it spreads extremely fast. It is
a pity because you van both eat the plant as well as use it to fight toxic fungus in your garden.
Besides, such strength and willpower to grow and live, should be celebrated.
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